We analyze the effect of the Pauli-Fierz mass term on a recently established, new massive gravity theory in three space-time dimensions. We show that the Pauli-Fierz mass term makes the new massive gravity theory non-unitary. Moreover, although we add the gravitational Chern-Simons term to this model, the situation remains unchanged and the theory stays non-unitary in spite that structure of the graviton propagator is greatly changed. Thus, the Pauli-Fierz mass term is not allowed to coexist with massgenerating higher-derivative terms in the new massive gravity.
Introduction
the new massive gravity in three dimensions. In this connection, it has been already verified that there is a consistent, unitary massive gravity with three massive excitations in some parameter region between mass and the coefficient of gravitational Chern-Simons terms when the Pauli-Fierz term is added to the topologically massive gravity in three dimensions [18, 19] .
In the next section, we clarify why there is an interacting unitary massive gravity theory only in three dimensions via the analysis of structure of the graviton propagator in a general space-time dimension. In the third section, we consider the case that the Pauli-Fierz mass term is added to the new massive gravity theory and examine if the original massive graviton stays unitary or not. Here we realize that the existence of the Pauli-Fierz mass term has a tendency to make the unitary modes change to ghosts and tachyons. In the final section, we study the most general massive gravity model where the gravitational Chern-Simons term is added to the model treated in the section 3. Again we will see that there appear ghosts in the mass spectrum, so that the Pauli-Fierz term cannot afford to exist in the new massive gravity theory in three dimensions.
Propagator in a general higher-derivative gravity
In this section, we wish to pursue a possibility of constructing a renormalizable, interactive, unitary model with higher-derivative terms for the massive graviton by studying structure of the graviton propagator. Even if it is well known that it is impossible to construct such an ideal model in four space-time dimensions [20] , it is useful to clarify the meaning of the new massive gravity model by Bergshoeff et al. [11] in three dimensions.
The action with which we start is a higher-derivative gravity model [20, 12] without cosmological constant up to fourth-order in derivative in a general D space-time dimensions 3 :
where
, α, β and γ are constants. The last term proportional to γ is nothing but the Gauss-Bonnet term, which is a surface term in four space-time dimensions. Now let us expand the metric around a flat Minkowski background η µν as g µν = η µν + h µν and keep only quadratic fluctuations in the action. It is convenient to express each term in the action in terms of the spin projection operators:
where in evaluating the last L γ we have used the relation
The spin projection operators in D space-time dimensions,
and P (0,ws) form a complete set in the space of second rank symmetric tensors and are defined as [12] 
Here the transverse operator θ µν and the longitudinal operator ω µν are defined as
It is straightforward to show that the spin projection operators satisfy the orthogonality relations
with i, j = 0, 1, 2 and a, b, c, d = s, w and the tensorial relation
Using the relations (2), the action (1) takes the form
where O µν,ρσ is defined as
Then, the graviton propagator is essentially obtained by inverting each spin block
Recall that the combination
is parallel to that in four dimensions [22] and the negative sign for the massless pole with P (0,s) does not impose any problem [12] . This structure of the graviton propagator clearly indicates why it is difficult to construct a unitary gravitational theory for the massive graviton in a general space-time dimension. One point which we immediately notice is that the negative sign for the massive pole 2 = − 1 βκ 2 corresponds to a ghost with negative norm, so in order to avoid this massive ghost, we have to impose the condition β = 0, implying that R 2 µν term is not allowed to be involved in the action up to the Gauss-Bonnet term. On the other hand, the remaining two poles, massless and massive poles, correspond to spin 2 and 0 unitary modes. (Of course, we have to impose the further conditon α > 0 in order to avoid tachyons.) In fact, with the vanishing R 2 µν term, up to the Gauss-Bonnet term, the action (1) is reduced to R + R 2 , which is known to exactly coincide with Einstein's general relativity with a minimally coupled massive scalar field [23] . In this way, it turns out to be difficult to construct a unitary massive gravity model with helicity ±2 massive graviton modes within the framework of the higher-derivative gravity at least in an arbitrary space-time dimension.
However, by inspection, we notice that if the the gravitational coupling constant κ 2 were negative, the residue at the pole 2 = − do negative, thereby implying that the modes corresponding to the former pole and the latter two poles are respectively unitary modes with positive norm and ghosts with negative norm. At this stage, a nice thing happens in three dimensions. Namely, in three dimensions, it turns out that massless graviton modes are non-dynamical [12] so we can neglect the massless graviton whatever its norm is positive or negative. The remaining problem is therefore cast to a problem how to deal with the massive scalar mode with negative norm. This problem is overcome by selecting the constants α, β in such a way that they satisfy the relation (4α(D − 1) + βD)| D=3 = 8α + 3β = 0.
After all, we arrive at a unitary massive gravity action in three dimensions which has been recently found by Bergshoeff et al. [11] 
where we have set β ≡ 1 κ 2 M 2 because of β > 0. Note that we have replaced κ 2 in (1) with −κ 2 in (12) in order to make the sign for the Einstein-Hilbert term negative.
Massive gravity with the Pauli-Fierz mass term
Now we shall add the Pauli-Fierz mass term to the new massive gravity in three dimensions and examine the effect on the graviton propagator. For this purpose, let us begin with the action
where h ≡ η µν h µν and we shall set κ 2 = 1 henceforth. First, let us note that the Pauli-Fierz mass term can be rewritten by the spin projection operators as
Thus, the quadratic part of the action (13) is expressed in term of the spin projection operators like
where P µν,ρσ is defined as
Then, the propagator for h µν is defined by
where using the relation (7), the inverse of the operator P is easily calculated as
The expression of the propagator (18) reveals that there are massive poles in the sector of spin 2 graviton modes, which is of form
2 , which are real numbers such that ω + > 0, ω − < 0. In order to understand the physical property of the poles, it is useful to rewrite
which shows that there are two massive spin 2 modes. One is the unitary mode of positive mass ω + with positive norm while the other is the ghost of tachyonic mass ω − with negative norm. Thus in the model at hand the existence of this tachyonic ghost induces the violation of both unitarity and causality, so that adding the Pauli-Fierz mass term to the new massive gravity theory in three dimensions is not permitted from the physical requirements of unitarity and causality.
Incorporation of 'gravitational' Chern-Simons term
Next, in this section, we wish to consider the most general situation where three distinct massgenerating terms, those are, the Pauli-Fierz, higher-derivative, and 'gravitational' ChernSimons terms, coexist with the Einstein-Hilbert action in three dimensions. In particular, we are interested in the question whether or not the presence of the gravitational Chern-Simons term could rectify the impossibility of adding the Pauli-Fierz mass term to the new massive gravity model. Actually, it has been already pointed out that in the case of the topological massive gravity with the Pauli-Fierz mass term, there is a parameter region where ghosts and tachyons are simultaneously excluded and we have three massive (not tachyonic) excitations with positive norm [18, 19] . The most general action which includes three mass-generating terms is given by
where the coefficient µ in front of the gravitational Chern-Simons term is a constant. In order to accommodate with this topological term, one has to introduce additional two operators to the whole spin projection operators [18] S 1µν,ρσ = 1
These operators together with the spin projection operators satisfy the following relations
where the matrix indices are to be understood. As before, we write out the quadratic fluctuations in h µν in the action (21) whose result reads
where Q µν,ρσ is defined as
The inverse matrix of Q µν,ρσ , which is proportional to the graviton propagator, is calculated as
It is easy to see that this expression reduces to (18) in the limit of µ → ∞ as required.
As opposed to the previous case without the gravitational Chern-Simons term (18) , there appears quartic pole in the sectors of P (2) , S 1 and S 2 . Thus, there might be a certain parameter region where a unitary and tachyon-free massive gravity theory exists. In order to examine this possibility, let us consider the pole structure
The necessary condition that there is no ghost is given by the condition such that the quartic equation J = 0 has no real solution. It then turns out that the equation J = 0 has indeed real solutions for any real value of M, m and µ. Hence, even in this case where the gravitational Chern-Simons term is added to the Pauli-Fierz term plus the new massive gravity theory, there is no physically plausible, unitary massive gravity theory. In this sense, the Pauli-Fierz mass term is not allowed to exist in the new massive gravity model in three dimensions. In this context, let us recall that the Pauli-Fierz massive gravity makes sense only as a free theory holding in the quadratic approximation level in h µν so the theory is not diffeomorphisminvariant but Lorentz-invariant. On the other hand, the new massive gravity is an interacting and diffeomorphism-invariant theory, so the theory might not admit the existence of the diffeomorphism-noninvariant Pauli-Fierz term.
